


 

 



 

 

 

  

 

 

A substantial detached property situated within an idyllic 

location. Externally, approximately 4.3 acres with gardens, 

grazing land, triple garage and outbuildings. 

The Withins is a 21st century home and evidence of this 

can clearly be seen within the contemporary specification 

and design of the property.  

 

Briefly comprising, porch, entrance hall, substantial living 

kitchen, dining room, lounge, leisure complex including a 

large heated pool, gym, WC and  sun room, study, utility, 

hot tub room, store and on the First Floor, 4 double 

bedrooms, 3 bathrooms. 

 

Would ideally suit a prospective purchaser who is looking 

for a beautifully renovated home whilst at the same time 

offering an equestrian interest. 

 

GROUND FLOOR 

Porch 

WC 

Entrance hall 

Dining Kitchen 

Play room 

Lounge 

Sun room 

Leisure Suite with Pool 

 

FIRST FLOOR 

Master bedroom 

En-suite 

Bedroom 2 

En suite 

Bedroom 3 

Bedroom 4 

Jack and Jill bathroom 

 

DISTANCES 

Leeds approx 19 miles. 

Manchester approx 33 miles. 

The Withins 
Pinnar Lane | Southowram 



 

 

 

 

 

LOCATION 

Southowram is a semi-rural location a short drive from 

Halifax, and Brighouse town centre. Within Southowram 

there are local shops, public houses, a farm shop and 

sports grounds. Halifax town centre has a number of 

supermarkets, public houses, bars and restaurants, library, 

hairdressers and all other usual facilities. 

 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

The Withins benefits from extremely well finished, 

contemporary appliances throughout the property such as 

a 'Nuvo' sound system which can be accessed from 

mostly any room in the property and remote controlled 

integrated blinds across the property. The Withins also 

benefits from underfloor heating to most rooms and a 

highly professional, intelligent CCTV system.  

 

A spacious entrance hall accesses the impressive living 

accommodation. A staircase with a solid oak balustrade 

leads to the first floor. 

A spacious dining kitchen benefiting from an extensive 

range of base, drawer and eye level units incorporating a 

breakfast table, under floor heating and access into the 

dining room. The integrated appliances include two 

‘Smeg’ ovens, microwave and hob with ‘Franke’ extractor, 

‘Franke’ sink, fridge, two fridge drawers, freezer and 

granite work surfaces. Double doors which can completely 

open, allow an abundance of natural light into the room 

and access to the rear of the property.  

 

The playroom is accessed from the kitchen and is a 

functional room that could easily be converted into a 

dining room. Three large arched windows allow an 

abundance of natural light and overlook the front of the 

property. 

The generous lounge benefits from a large bay window 

overlooking the front of the property, with stunning rural 

views and access into the sun room. 

 

The spectacular sunroom/conservatory lets in an 

abundance of natural light and comprises of a state of 

the art electric fireplace, air con with access to the 

entrance hall, lounge and patio doors which access the 

external decking. 

The hallway to the leisure suite has storage space which 

conceals the controls for the media room, 'Nuvo' sound 

system, Sky, DVD's, music and CCTV which are all fed 

into each room from here.  

 

The impressive leisure suite is accessed from the 

entrance hall, it comprises of a WC, power shower and 

changing area. Moving through the changing area is the 

striking contemporary design swimming pool with under 

floor heating, electric cover, seating area and large 

windows with integrated electronic blinds, overlooking the 

rear grounds. External to the leisure suite is the hot tub 

room that also enjoys views to the rear grounds.  

 

To the first floor is the spacious master bedroom which 

comprises of electronic velux windows with large windows 

with electronic blinds, overlooking the side of the 

property. The master bedroom benefits from a 

contemporary design 4 piece ensuite including a walk in 

shower, raised bath and walk in wardrobe. 

 

Bedroom two benefits from large fitted wardrobes, 

windows overlooking the rear of the property allowing an 

abundance of natural light and a 3 piece en suite. 

Bedroom three and four benefit from a Jack and Jill 

style 4 piece contemporary bathroom suite, both rooms 

comprise of large windows and fitted wardrobes. 

 

EXTERNALS 

Electronic wrought iron gates access a courtyard and 

large parking area with a triple electric garage. The 

property benefits from a well manicured garden to the 

front and rear of the property surrounded by mature 

hedging and conifers. The grounds at the rear of the 

property are overlooked by a stunning contemporary 

designed decking that looks out to impressive rural views, 

access to the sun room. 

Previous stables have now been converted into 3 

practical spaces, an office, utility and tool room.  

The Withins also benefits from an impressive approx 4.3 

acres of good quality grazing land and grounds which 

can be accessed from 3 different points across the 

property. 

 

FIXTURES AND FITTINGS 

Only fixtures and fittings specifically mentioned in the 
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particulars are included within the sale. Items not mentioned such as carpets and curtains may be 

available subject to separate negotiation. 

 

LOCAL AUTHORITY 

Calderdale MBC 

 

WAYLEAVES, EASEMENTS AND RIGHTS OF WAYS 

The sale is subject to all of these rights whether public or private, whether mentioned in these 

particulars or not. 

 

NOTES 

Electrical and other appliances such as gas supply, private water supplies etc have not been tested by 

the agents, we would therefore strictly point out that all prospective purchasers must satisfy themselves 

as to their working order. 

 

SERVICES 

We understand that the property benefits from all mains services, which should be checked by any 

prospective purchaser. 

 

TENURE 

Freehold with vacant possession upon completion. 

 

DIRECTIONS TO 

From Halifax town centre proceed down Prescott Street to the mini roundabout turning left on Discovery 

Road to the set on traffic lights by the Train Station. Proceed straight ahead and take your next turning 

right down Church Street past the Parish Church. Take your next left and then immediate right up Bank 

Bottom and on the bend turn right up Southowram Bank folloing the road towards Southowram then 

taking a right hand turning onto Pinnar Lane. Proceed along Pinnar Lane and The Withens can be found 

1/2 way down on the right hand side. 

 

From Brighouse town centre proceed down Briggate ton the A643, straight over at the mini roundabout 

before entering the main roundabout. Take first exit onto A6025 Elland Road and follow up until reaching 

a turning on the right for Brookfoot Lane. Follow Brookfoot Lane which turns into Church Lane, and in 

turn Cain Lane. Take a right onto Pinnar Lane, and the property will be on the left hand side. 
 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 

CHARNOCK BATES for themselves and for vendors of this property whose agents they are give notice that: 

(i)  the particulars are set out as a general outline only for the guidance of intended purchasers and do not constitute, nor 

constitute part of, an offer or contract. 

(ii)  all descriptions, metric and imperial dimensions are approximate, reference to conditions and necessary permissions for use 

and occupation and other details are given without responsibility and any intending purchasers should not rely on them as 

statements or representations of fact but must satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise as to the correctness of each of 

them. 

(iii)  no person in the employment of Charnock Bates associates has any authority to make or give any representation or 

warrant whatever in relation to this property. 

(iv) these particulars do not form part of any offer or contact and must not be relied upon. 
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70 Commercial Street 

Halifax HX1 2JE 

t 01422 380100   f 01422 330633 

www.charnockbates.co.uk 

 

121 Park Lane, Mayfair 

London W1K 7AG 

t 020 7079 1479 

www.rightmove.co.uk 
Printed by Pinsharp Digital 01943 602128 

250 Halifax Road 

Ripponden HX6 4AG 

t 01422 380100   f 01422 330633 

email: info@charnockbates.com 

 


